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from one of its higher-paid staffers.

Parking meter revenue was up $174,000 in May over 2020 when meters were shut off in April and May due to the pandemic, he said.

Construction for revenue was up $195,000, which includes Cape May, Cape May Point and West Cape May due to an interlocal service agreement.

Revenue tax collections were up $50,000, he said.

Young said beach tag sales are up $260,000 to date, which was up $154,000 in May compared to last year, he said.

“Through June of 2021, we’re actually up nearly $300,000 compared to last year,” Young said.

Parking meter revenue for June was up $140,000 from the same time in 2019, he said.

Young said the utility was down $155,000 from 2020 and $67,000 from the same time in 2019, he said.

He said beach tag sales as of the end of May were up $142,000 from 2020.

CMFD losing workers
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percent lower than other departments’ top step,” Zebrowski said.

The $12.36 per hour is calculated before deductions for health insurance and pensions, he said.

Paid personnel levels increased in the fire department as members of the volunteer fire department increased in size. An extra firefigther per shift was added in 2016.

“There were certainly steps in the right direction but we still have a ways to go before we become fully capable as a career department,” Zebrowski said.

Following Lower Township coming in agreement with Inspira for emergency medical services, there is concern in the fire department that Cape May will privatize EMS, he said.

“I think we all agree that would be a terrible more council,” Zebrowski said. “That privatization model of EMS has proven not to be effective; it has failed in plenty of other places in South Jersey.”

He noted the value of Cape May firefighters trained in technical rescue and EMS as in the model of EMS in the county, which is currently under contract. Under a split model, the outcome would not have been as positive, Zebrowski said.

A number of Cape May firefighters work second and third jobs to make ends meet, Duvecwitz said.
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MOON PHASES

Last quarter, July 7 • new moon, Aug. 8

The Thomas & Claire Brodesser, Jr. Cancer Center at Cape Regional is proud to announce our broadened relationship with the Penn Cancer Network which allows us to offer the highest-quality cancer care right here in our community. This collaboration means our patients will have access to:

• Individuated treatment plans provided on-site by Penn Medicine Radiation Oncologists.

• Through this new alliance, all radiation oncology treatment plans will be reviewed by a multidisciplinary panel of Penn Medicine’s radiation oncology experts.

• Patient navigation services for coordination of care between local physicians and Penn Medicine.

• Access to Penn Medicine’s state-of-the-art clinical trials, breakthrough therapies and advanced treatments.

• Access to the most advanced radiation therapy and cancer treatments available.

CALL 609.463.2298 TO SPEAK TO A TEAM MEMBER OR SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT.